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Quick  Draw is  a  card  came designed  for  2-4  players  whereby each  player  takes  on  the  role  of  a
Gunfighter in the old west. Each player begins the game with 30 life points, you can use glass beads or
pen and paper to keep track of the life points. You will need a standard pack of cards that have 2 jokers,
and around 10-15 six sided dice (less depending on number of players).

The game is divided into turns with each turn being made up of 3 rounds; Quick Draw, Aim and Fire. At
the start of a turn the players are dealt 10 cards and then 5 communal cards are played face up in the
middle of the play area. 

For each round the players must use three cards from their hand to make the best poker hand they can.
They place each round of cards face down in front of them (3 stacks of 3 cards). The left stack are the
cards used for the Quick Draw round, the middle stack is used for the Aim Round and the Right Stack is
used for the Fire Round. The last remaining card is placed to the very right of the Fire Stack.

When all of the players have made their selection all of the stacks of cards and the remaining card are
turned over, spread out and revealed for all to see, then each player places 2d6 on top of their remaining
card.

Starting with the Quick Draw Round, the poker hands are compared, players call out their best hand in
turn giving the other players the opportunity to challenge their call. Once all hands have been called, the
highest scoring player performs the action from the table below using the quick draw column and cross
referencing it with his poker hand, once his action has been completed the next highest highest player
performs their action in the same way, this continues until all player have taken an action. 

Play moves to the Aim round which is repeated exactly as with the quick draw round and then the Fire
round is performed.

When the dice are rolled in the Fire Round, their result is deducted directly from the player to the left or
right of the active player who may choose either one. If a player ends with a negative results, then they
take the damage themselves. When instructed to add or deduct dice in the fire round, just add or deduct
the dice as directed to or from the remaining card of the player.

When adding the remaining card in the fire round all Picture cards are worth 10 points.

When the poker hands draw, first check if hands have been advanced (have cards rotated 90 degrees), if
a hand has been advanced less times than the other/s or not at all then that hand goes first. If there is still
a draw then use the highest card played for that round by the player to determine who will take their
action first and if they happen to be equal (i.e. both are 4's) then use suit as presidency with this order ♥
♣ ♦ ♠.

Cards that are turned face down are flipped over so their backs are facing upwards and they cannot be
used to make up poker hands any more. 

Cards that are rotated 90 degrees signal that the poker hand has advanced to the next level. If two cards
have been rotated the poker hand has advanced two levels. (i.e.  A high card becomes 2 Pair).  It  is
possible  for  all  3  cards  in  a  stack to  be rotated and will  therefore  advance the  poker  hand by the
maximum of three levels. Once cards have been rotated they cannot be the target of a flip or swap. 

Jokers are wild cards and can be used as any card, they cannot be flipped over but can be swapped.



Poker Hands Quick Draw Aim Fire

Royal Flush Grease Lightning
Swap any two card from your
Aim and or Fire stacks with

that of an opponents Aim and
or Fire stacks.

Practice Makes Perfect
+3 dice in the fire round.

Killing Shot
Roll dice, add your remaining

card and add the highest
remaining card of any

opponent.

Straight Flush Faster than a bullet
Swap any one card from your
Aim and or Fire stacks with

that of an opponents Aim and
or Fire stack.

Sharp shooting
+2 dice in the fire round.

Fill them with Holes
Roll dice, add your remaining

card and add the lowest
remaining card of any

opponent.

Four of a Kind Well Oiled Holster
Advance your hand two

position in the Aim or Fire
Round (Rotate 2 cards).

Perfect Aim
+1 dice in the fire round.

Call in the Undertaker
Roll dice and may swap your

remaining card with any
opponents remaining card and

add it to your total.

Full House Quicker Than The Eye
Advance your hand one

position in the Aim or Fire
round (Rotate 1 card).

Steady Hand
Advance your hand two

position in the Fire Round
(Rotate 2 cards).

Dead, Not Alive
Roll dice and add your

remaining card.

Flush Fast Gun Work
Flip a single card from any

players Aim or Fire stack, then
choose again and repeat a

second time (Flip 2 Cards).

Sights Adjusted
Advance your hand one

position in the Fire round
(Rotate 1 card).

Shoot to Kill
Roll dice add your remaining

card and then deduct 1.

Straight Nice Draw
Flip a single card from any
players Aim or Fire stack. 

(Flip 1 Card).

Found the Target
Flip a single card from any

players Fire stack, then choose
again and repeat a second time

(Flip 2 Cards).

Damn fine Shootin
Roll dice add your remaining

card and then deduct 2.

Three of a Kind Beginner Draw
Flip a single card from any

players Aim or Fire stack. (Flip
1 Card) then Advance any other
players hand one position in the

Aim or Fire round (Rotate 1
card).

Great Shooting
Flip a single card from any
players Fire stack. (Flip 1

Card).

Close Call
Roll the dice

Two Pair Too Slow
Advance any other players

hand one position in the Aim or
Fire round

(Rotate 1 card).

Need your Glasses
Advance any other players

hand one position in the Fire
round 

(Rotate 1 Card).

Wild Shot
Roll dice and deduct 1.

One Pair Slower Than A Mule
Flip a single card from your

Aim or Fire cards
(Flip 1 Card).

Squinting In The Sun
-1 dice in the fire round

Jammed
Remove 1 dice, roll remaining

and then deduct your remaining
card from the total.

High Card Holster Snag
Flip a single card from your

Aim or Fire stack, then choose
again and repeat a second time

(Flip 2 Cards).

Grit In Your Eye
-2 dice in the fire round

Backfire
Remove 2 dice, roll remaining

dice and then deduct your
remaining card from the total.



Example of Play
Four players have been competing against each other and have started a new turn. They each received
the following cards and the communal cards have been dealt.

Wild Bill – Life 14

NPRW oxy cdj
Wyatt Earp -Life 8

STV uz BFK eg
Billy the Kid – Life 25

U qw HIM bhl ?
Doc Holliday – Life 18

OZEJL  afik ?
The Five Communal Cards

n QD  s X
The players create the following hands

Players Quick Draw Aim Fire Remaining

Wild Bill
nQDsX
Ndc Full House

nQDsX
PRW Flush

nQDsX
oxy Flush

j!!

Wyatt Earp
nQDsX
egu Straight

nQDsX
BFS Full House

nQDsX
TVK Two Pair

z!!

Billy the Kid
nQDsX
bq?Four of Kind

nQDsX
Uhh Full House

nQDsX
wlM Straight

I!!

Doc Holliday
nQDsX
a?f Full House

nQDsX
JLZ Straight

nQDsX
OEk Two Pair

i!!



Round One - Quick Draw

• Looking at the quick draw column we can see that Billy the Kid wins the round with his Four of
a Kind, he finds the section on the action table using the Quick Draw column for Four of a Kind
and it reads ”Well Oiled Holster -  Advance your hand two position in the Aim or Fire Round
(Rotate 2 cards)” Billy chooses his Aim cards and rotates two of them 90º. 

• Next up its a draw between Wild Bill and Doc Holliday who both have a Full House, as Doc's
has 3 Aces and 2 Sixes they beat Wild Bills 2 Aces and 3 Fours so Doc goes next. He finds the
Full House section of the quick draw column and reads “Quicker Than The Eye - Advance your
hand one position in the Aim or Fire round  (Rotate 1 card).” Doc chooses his Fire cards and
rotates the Jack 90º. 

• Wild Bill with the next highest hand, another Full House repeats Doc action by and rotates the 10
in his Aim stack 90º. 

• Wyatt Earp goes last with a straight and finds the section under the Quick Draw column and
reads “Nice Draw - Flip a single card from any players Aim or Fire stack (Flip 1 Card).” He is
sitting next to Doc Holliday and Wild Bill and could be a target of either one of them in the Fire
Round and so he decides to choose one of them as he. Doc at the moment has a Two pair with
one advance, giving a him 3 of a kind in the Fire round where as Wild Bill has a Flush and so he
decides to flip Wild bills Jack as he looks the most threatening.  

How the Game looks at the start of the Aim Round.

Players Quick Draw Aim Fire Remaining

Wild Bill
nQDsX
Ndc Full House

nQDsX
PR W ^ Full

 House

nQDsX
o y One Pair

j!!

Wyatt Earp
nQDsX
egu Straight

nQDsX
BFS Full House

nQDsX
TVK Two Pair

z!!

Billy the Kid
nQDsX
bq? Four of Kind

nQDsX

U h
h

 ^^ Straight Flush

nQDsX
wlM Straight I!!

Doc Holliday
nQDsX
a?f Full House

nQDsX
JLZ Straight

nQDsX
OE k ^ Three of

 Kind

i!!

Round Two - Aim

• The Aim Column shows Billy the Kid once again top with a Straight Flush, because of the two
hand advancement his Full House became a Straight flush, he looks on the Aim column and finds
the section for a Straight flush and reads “Sharp shooting - +2 dice in the fire round.” He adds
two dice to the two already on his remaining card giving him 4 dice.

• Next up is Wyatt Earp, his full house has not been advanced and so beats any advanced full



house. He finds the section for Full house and reads “Steady Hand -  Advance your hand two
position in the Fire Round (Rotate 2 cards).” He rotates two of his Fire Cards 90º.

• Wild Bill follows after Wyatt with his advanced full house and repeats Wyatts action by rotating
two of his Fire Cards 90º changing his one pair into a 3 of a kind.

• Doc takes his turn with a Straight and finds the section on the Aim column, he reads “Found the
Target -  Flip a single card from any players Fire stack, then choose again and repeat a second
time (Flip 2 Cards).” Doc is sitting next to Billy the Kid and Wild Bill who at the moment pose
his greatest threat, but both of Wild Bills remaining Fire cards are rotated and cannot be the
target of a flip so Doc Holliday chooses Billy the Kid for his first choice and flips over his King
ruining his Straight. With no real great advantage for another target Docs second choice is again
Billy the Kid and he flips over the Kids Queen. 

How the Game looks at the start of the Fire Round.

Players Quick Draw Aim Fire Remaining

Wild Bill
nQDsX
Ndc Full House

nQDsX
PR W ^ Full

 House

nQDsX

o y ^^ Three of
 Kind

j!!

Wyatt Earp
nQDsX
egu Straight

nQDsX
BFS Full House

nQDsX

T V
K

 ^^ Straight

z!!

Billy the Kid
nQDsX
bq? Four of Kind

nQDsX

U h
h ^^ Straight Flush

nQDsX
w  One Pair I!!!!

Doc Holliday
nQDsX
a?f Full House

nQDsX
JLZ Straight

nQDsX
OE k ^ Three of

 Kind

i!!

Round Three - Fire

• The Fire Column shows Wyatt Earp as the winner with an advanced straight, he finds the section
on the table and reads “Damn fine Shootin - Roll dice add your remaining card and then deduct
2.” Wyatt Rolls the 2 dice on his Remaining Card and gets a 5 and 4 making a total of 9 he adds
the value of his remaining card of 10 for a total of 19 and deducts 2 as instructed for a final score
of 17. He targets Wild Bill who takes the damage and is killed as he only had 14 life remaining.

• Next highest hand are the two advanced three of a kind hands from Doc Holliday and Wild Bill
as wild bill has been killed he cannot fire his gun and is out of the game, which leaves just Doc
Holliday (If Wild Bill  hadn't been killed Doc would still  go first  because hand has the least
advancments). Doc finds three of a kind on the Fire column and reads “Close Call -  Roll the
dice” Doc has two dice on his remaining card and rolls them both scoring a 3 and a 6 for a total
of 9. Because wild Bill is dead the remaining gunfighters to his left and right are Wyatt Earp and
Billy the Kid. Doc decides to shoot Billy the Kid which reduces Billy to 16 Life Points.

• Lastly Billy the  Kid finds  his  hand of  One Pair  on the Fire  column and reads  “Jammed -



Remove 1 dice, roll remaining and then deduct your remaining card from the total.” Lucky for
Billy he has managed to get 4 dice onto his remaining card he removes one dice and rolls the
other 3 for a 6, a 5 and a 6 for a total of 17 his remaining card is a 9 and so he deducts that from
the 17 for a final score of 8. He targets Wyatt who only has 8 life remaining and is killed. In the
Next turn only Doc and the Kid will fight on.
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